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1. SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION 
In two previous papers [l, 2],l the hypergeometric polynomials 
F ( 
4, n + A, s 
Pi2 a lfP* z I 1 
were considered for n large. The method of analysis in both papers was to 
construct solutions of certain differential equations with a large parameter. 
For the case p = p + I, the above analysis broke down for z near unity, 
a regular singular point of the linear, homogeneous differential equation 
satisfied by 
-% n + A ag 
.+zFv+l ( 1 + pp+l j + 
In this paper, we use Darboux’s classical method of generating functions 
[3-51, to deduce the lead terms of the asymptotic expansion for 
when 0 < a < 1. The result for a = 1 is new, 
* This research was sponsored by the Aeronautical Research Laboratories, Office 
of Aerospace Research, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, under Contract 
No. AF 33(657)-8872. 
1 The notation in this paper is the same as that used in [I, 21. 
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2. MAIN RESULT 
We base our analysis on the generating function 
01 ?I+1 = w, %I+2 = (A + 1)/T 
originally given by Rainville [6] and which can be deduced from [7, (2.1)]. 
For fixed z and q > p + 1, (2.1) holds in a neighborhood of the t origin, 
provided none of the & , j = 1, . . . . p are negative integers or zero. In this 
paper we consider only the case q = p + 1, and hereafter suppress the 
subscripts on GPSP+i(t, a). We also assume h not a negative integer or zero, 
and restrict x to the range 0 < z < 1. Under the above conditions, G(t, a) 
considered as a power series in t has radius of convergence unity, and 
singularities at t = 1 and t = eitis, where 
x = (1 - cos 0)/2 = [sin(0/2)12. (2.2) 
The behavior of G(t, x) for t near unity is given by the Mellin-Barnes 
representation, see [8, 91, 
x F 
t 
1,971 +%-B,,l 1 
D+3 9+2 ! 1 w ’ 
provided 
1 + OLj - c$+z 
01~ # negative integer or zero, j = 1 , . . ..p + 2 
LY-f~~#integerorzero,i#j, i,j=l,..., p+2 (2.4) 
I w--w)1 < =, 
and the contour C runs from --ice to + ice, separating the poles of ~~(3 + ai), 
j = 1, . ..) p + 2, from the nonnegative integers. We remind the reader that 
rb,+A and r(a,+, - aj) are shorthand notions for 
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respectively. Similar remarks hold for I’(&,+,) and r(&+r - CI~). Note also, 
that the hypergeometric functions on the right of (2.3) are actually D+2FD+1’s, a  
one of the denominator parameters is a one, which cancels with the first 
numerator parameter. Thus for t near unity 
p (%,2)L, (1 - t)“+ 
G(ty x) = ?S(B,,ITI, 
lr9,l taj-psi-1 1 
I (4t+ 
F 
Pf3 v+2 ( 1 + OIj - ffD+s I 1 w 
+ (pv+l)-,p+l (4q%+1 v+2Fv+1 
v& 1 - &,I + 42 
-l/2, 1 - cd9 + h/2 (2.5) 
(%J+2)--ae+g (1 - t) 
+ (8v+1>-JD+2 (4W=p+z 
x D+2FD+, (’ + 1)/2> 1 - is,,, + tx + 1)/2 1 , 
112, -0~~ + (A + 3)/2 i 1 w 
w = -4zql - t>-2, 
and where again, shorthand notations are used; e.g., 
c+2 
l#i 
Although (2.5) was derived under the conditions (2.4), these conditions can 
be relaxed completely, by an appeal to analytic continuation and the taking 
of proper limits. These limit processes introduce at worst, powers of log w in 
(2.5). See Luke [lo, p. 141, for such a limit process. 
The behavior of G(t, x) for t near Pie is more complicated, but can be 
deduced from the work of Norlund [I 11. Since 
(1 - t)2 + 4zt = (t - eeie)(t - eie), (2.6) 
t near efis, implies that w = -4xt(l - t)- 2 is near unity. Nerlund’s analysis 
shows that when 
clj # negative integer or zero, j = 1, . . . . p, (2.7) 
pj # negative integer or zero, j = 1, .,., p + 1, 
h # negative integer or zero, t (2.8) 
(2.9) 
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we have 
= JT-A.+,)(1 - wjA,+n +P+*(w) + F’p+zW, 
A D+2 # integer or zero; 
(-l)l+%+z 
= T(l + A.,,> (1 - w)A~+~l%(l - w)$b+,(w) + %+2(=% 
(2.10) 
A p+2 = a positive integer or zero; 
= JT--d.+2)(1 - w)~~+~x~+&) 
+ (-l)l+A~+~l%(l - W>T,+2W + %+zW, 
A 9+2 = a negative integer; 
and where &+s(w), ~~+~(w), and ~~,+~(w) are analytic functions of w at w 
equal unity, and x~+~(w) is a polynomial in w of order (- 1 - A,,,) . $p+z(w) 
and xs+a(w) are normalized so that I,!J~+~(~) = xv+%(l) = 1. For 0 equal to x 
(z equal to unity), the singularities at e*ie coalesce. For this reason, the 
analysis breaks down into two cases; 0 < z < 1 and z = 1. 
By Darboux’s method of generating functions, the coefficients of tn in the 
singular terms of (2.5) and (2.10) are asymptotically equivalent to 
(A)&!]-l F 9+2 9fl i 
Performing this bit of algebra, we get for the lead terms, 
F 
i 
--n, n + A, aQ 
Qt.2 Ptl &tl lb) -22 
z-q?2 + A)-%(1 + O((n + A)-l)} 
+ r(~~~b,, (n + h)2Y [sin(8/2)12Y [cos(~/~)]-~Y-~ (2.11) 
x cos((n + h/z)e + Try} + O((fz + xp-I), 
O<z<l, 2y = B, - C, + 112 = --x - AD+2, 
under the conditions 
& # negative integer or zero, j = 1, . . . . p + 1, (2.12) 
Oli - 01~ # integer or zero, i # j, i,j=l , *-., P + 2, (2.13) 
o~j # negative integer or zero, j = 1, . . . . p, (2.14) 
h # negative integer or zero (2.15) 
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and 
F 94-2 9+1 ( 
(?.Z + h)-2aj{l + O((?l + X)-l)} 
( -l)“W,+l)rtn + 2h + 4~) 
+ qx f 2~ + W)r(4r(n + 4 
(2.16) 
x 
i 
1 _ g + 4~)(2x + 4~ - 1) 
2(n + A) 
+ O((n++2) 1, 
under the conditions (2.12)-(2.15). (2.11) agrees with the results of [I] 
up to terms of order one over the large parameter. Rice [12] made essentiallythe 
same analysis as ours for the polynomials 3F2( -n, n + 1, 5; 1; p; U) and 
derived analogs of (2.11) and (2.16). H is analysis was simplified, however, 
by the fact that the generating function G(t, .a) of these polynomials reduces 
to the classical hypergeometric function by cancellation of factors. 
3. REMARKS AND MINOR RESULTS 
REMARK 1. (2.11) and (2.16) remain valid under weaker conditions than 
(2.12)-(2.15). By explicit computation, condition (2.13) can be replaced by 
01~ - n+ # integer or zero, i fj, i, j = 1, . . . . p. (3.1) 
Condition (2.14) can be removed by noticing that if a:p = (-m) is the 
largest, nonpositive integer among the 01j ; j = 1, . . . p, then 
F 
( 
--n, n + h, c+l , -m 
D,+2 P 
8, I 1 
z 
= (n + 4m (%-dm z" 
(n + 1)-m tmm 
(3.2) 
X Q+lFp+l 1 - n _ h _ ( 
-m,l -m-& (-1)4-'+1 
m, 1 + n - m, 1 - m - c+r ! z ’ 
and (2.1 l), (2.16) remain true. 
Finally, condition (2.15) can be removed in the following manner. Multi- 
plying (2.1) by T(X) and using the relationship 
WMV2 + lb% = GY,P (3.3) 
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we get 
T(A)G,,,(t, z) = (1 - t)-A $r(h &Q;;ipA [--zt(l - t)-a-jk, 
k=O 
(3.4) 
Then, if h were to approach the nonpositive integer (-m), only the first 
(m $ 1) terms on the right of (3.4) would fail to be defined. These (WZ + 1) 
terms can be removed by (m + 1) d’ff 1 erentiations with respect to t. The 
analysis of 
can then be carried out as before. Thus (2.11) and (2.16) remain valid under 
only the conditions (2.12) and (3.1). 
REMARK 2. Instead of using Darboux’s method to deduce (2.11) and 
(2.16) from (2.1), one could use a result of Norlund’s [13, p. 211, or its 
generalization by Perron [14, p. 3681. Perron’s analysis indicates what happens 
when some of the 01~ , j = 1, . . . . p, differ by an integer or zero. (2.11) then 
has the form 
+ WD,l)(~ + w 
W/2)~(%) 
[sin(t9/2)12’ [c0s(8/2)]-~+ 
(35) 
x cos{(n +A/2)8 + n-y> + O((n + 42y-1), 
O<z<l, 
under the condition 
fij # negative integer or zero, j = 1, . . . . p + 1. (3.6) 
Here the S&(z) are functions independent of 71, and the r, are nonnegative 
integers. (2.16) can similarly be generalized. 
REMERK 3. The (p) algebraic terms of (2.16) are the (p) algebraic terms 
of (2.11) evaluated at .a equal unity. In [I], an asymptotic expansion of these 
(p) algebraic terms was found, which permitted the 01~ , j = 1, . . . . p to differ 
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by integers or zero, provided proper limits were taken. Also in [l], it was 
found more convenient to consider the large parameter N, 
iv2 = n(n + A), (3.7) 
instead of n. (2.16) then becomes 
X zJ+3FzJ+2 t
l,%, 1+9 -&I+1 
1 + n + aj , 1 - n-A-q,1 --oIj-c$ ! 1 
1 
(-l>nw%+1> 
+ T(X + 2Y + W)~(%J 
W+4y{ 1 ‘- n:v- 2 + O(P)}, 
(3.8) 
B, = $2 (4(n+) c, = ps ‘~@Nt), 
s=2 t=1 s=2 t=1 
4y = 1 + 24 - 2c, 
1Z’=(24)-~~(A+l + 2B, - 2C,)[3h” - (A + 2B, - 2C,)@ + 2 + 28 - 2cd1 
t + 24(h + B, - C,)[Bl” - B,C, + c2 - %I ’ 
provided condition (3.6) is satisfied. Equation (3.8) incorporates two higher 
order terms, as computed from ~$,“(w), $i2(w), i = 1, 2, 3, see Norlund [ 1 I], 
Section 6. 
REMARK 4. From (3.5) and (3.8) we could put conditions on the various 
parameters to ensure that 
converges at t equal unity. In particular, the conditions 
O<z<l, 
Re(201j - h) > 0 j = 1, . . ..p. 
Re(A + 2~) < 0, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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are sufficient. Abel’s Theorem then implies that its sum is Lim,,, G(t, x), 
as given by (2.5). Thus, replacing X by U, we get 
c- * PL $7 -71, n + 2X, a9 (%LA~-A n-0 n! Bf2 P+l i B I 1 z zz 9+1 (&,l)-AU + 4, ’ (3.11) 
and where the conditions (3.10) are now, 
O<z<l, 
Re(aj - X) > 0 j = 1, . . ..p. 
Re(h + y) < 0. 
(3.12) 
Added in Proof. In [l], only the lead terms of certain connecting constants 
Aj, j = 1, . . . . p + 2, see (2.3) in [l], were determined as II + co. Using the methods 
of this paper, higher order correction terms for the A, can be computed. Basing an 
argument on (3.2) of this paper, it can be shown that 
A 
t 
= (n + k, 
b + ai ’ 
1 = 1, . ..) p 
The connecting constants A,,, and A,,, have been computed explicitly through 
correction terms of order Ne4. Account is taken of these computations, if in (2.5) 
of [l], ~~(0) is replaced by a2 i- v,,(e), w h ere in the notation of (2.6) in [l], /3, = 1 -t p, , 
uz = -(16)-W + (2)-iX{C, - B, + (2)-r@, - C,)(B, + C, - 1)} 
+ (12)?3(B, + C,) - 2(&a + B,C, + ‘21’) - 1) 
+ (2)-i&(& - 1) + (2)-iC,(l - C,) + (2)-‘(C, - B3). 
(3.14) 
Similarly, ~a is replaced by a2 + ~a in (2.7) and (2.8) of [l]. 
Finally, if .s is replaced z/(n -t X), and h is permitted to approach infinity, (2.5) of [l] 
goes over into (6.2) of [2], with z-*#~(z) of the latter equation replaced by aa* + z-‘&(s) 
where 
u2* = (8)-i@, - C1)(2B, t 2Ci - 1) + (2)-‘(C, - B,), (3.15) 
using the same notation as in (6.3) of [2]. Similarly, in (6.4) of [Z], z-‘&(z) is replaced 
by Z-~&(Z) - uz*. 
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